VES Germany – Section Board of Managers Meeting
14th March 2018
8:30pm

Protocol:
Benedict last time
Flo this time
next time Helena
then: Holger, Jan, Nina, Oli Hohn, Oli Markowski, Rayk, Vincent in this order

Participants:

| 08:34pm | Benedikt Niemann  
|         | Helena Wegmann  
|         | Nina Prieß      
|         | Oliver Markowski  
|         | Rayk Schroeder  
|         | Vincent Langer  |

Townhall meeting - great but no real feedback from non-board members. Everyone seems happy.

Megabrain Master Class
All topic suggestions came from Vincent Langer and Florian Gellinger.

What's in your set-supervision suitcase? Could be done by a couple of supes as a conversation.
OCIO and Aces – Abraham Schneider
Retopography of 3D scans, Photogrammetry and Lidar – David Salamon, RISE Cologne
Capturing lightfields and displaying them on a VR headset – Oliver Markowski
Cryptomatte - TBD
Do it yourself Lightstage – Oliver Markowski
Discussion in a bar afterwards – Oliver Markowski needs to pick bar next week.

Will use Zoom for Broadcasting and recording to disk, link for conference will be distributed to other screening sites. Recorded video will be added to the VES website.

Will send E-Blast Thursday next week with possible lineup, poll and pub night location. Monday or Tuesday we'll reveal the final lineup.

Broadcast to the Eiszeit Cinema in Berlin? Holger Hummel will investigate.

FMX Ticket Discount and Meeting
E-Blast to be sent after end of Early-Bird-Discount

Next meeting: 11.4. 20:30